Evaluation of antihuman T lymphocyte saporin immunotoxins potentially useful in human transplantation.
We have synthesized 3 immunotoxins (ITs) by covalently coupling the saporin-6 hemitoxin (SAP) to OKT11, SOT3, and SOT1a murine monoclonal antibodies that recognize human T lymphocyte CD2, CD3, and CD5 surface antigens, respectively. The resulting ITs, referred to as OKT11-SAP, SOT3-SAP, and SOT1a-SAP, are equally effective in inhibiting eukaryotic protein synthesis in a cell-free system, and all 3 ITs bind to human T lymphocytes in an almost comparable manner. However, these reagents differ markedly in their ability to kill target T lymphocytes as assessed by measuring the inhibition of DNA synthesis and growth of clonable T lymphocytes in response to mitogenic and allogeneic stimuli. Whereas the anti-CD2 IT, OKT11-SAP, shows moderate cytotoxicity against T lymphocytes, the anti-CD3 IT, SOT3-SAP, and the anti-CD5 IT, SOT1a-SAP, are highly effective in eliminating the same target cells. The concentrations inhibiting 50% (IC50) of T lymphocyte DNA synthesis are 60 nM, 4.5 nM, and 1.4 nM for OKT11-SAP, SOT3-SAP, and SOT1a-SAP, respectively. Among 3 tested lysosomotropic amines, i.e., ammonium chloride, chloroquine, and amantadine, the latter only moderately potentiates the cytotoxicity of SOT1a-SAP (IC50 0.36 nM). We show that the conditions under which T lymphocyte killing is accomplished require less than 10 min exposure of T lymphocytes to the ITs, in the absence of adjuvant molecules artificially added to the incubation medium and at physiologic culture pH. These experimental characteristics of unprecedented closeness to a physiologic in-vivo model are likely to reflect the biophysical properties of the SAP moiety of the ITs. We conclude that clinical studies are warranted to define the advantage of using SAP ITs over previously described immunoconjugates.